Praise to the Lord
for Handbells or Handchimes (2 or 3 octaves)

Handbells or Handchimes used: 18, 27

PERFORMANCE NOTES:
2-octave ensembles should omit notes in ()
If played on handchimes, notes marked as martellato should be rung.

Triumphantly $\frac{\text{d}}{\text{1}} = 88-96$

$\text{mp cresc. poco e poco}$

$\text{rit.}$

$\text{f a tempo}$
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*Shake the dotted half notes only.
*Shake the dotted half notes only.
Rejoice, the Lord is King
for Handbells or Handchimes (2 or 3 octaves)

Handbells or Handchimes used: 23, 32

PERFORMANCE NOTES:
2-octave ensembles should omit notes in ().
If played on handchimes, notes marked as martellato should be rung.

Triumphantly $\frac{\text{d}}{\text{}} = \text{ca. 96}$
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Now Thank We All Our God
for Handbells or Handchimes (2 or 3 octaves)

PERFORMANCE NOTES:
2-octave ensembles should omit notes in ()

DAN R. EDWARDS

Based on the hymn tune NUN DANKET ALLEL GOTT

Stately \( \frac{1}{4} \) = ca. 78